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Abstract
We are interested in dissecting squares into distinct squares. We impose the condition that
the squares have integer sizes. This restriction does not reduce the number of solutions since
it is always possible to scale a non-integer solution to obtain an integer one. This leads, when
the square size n is xed, to a nite enumeration. We propose an algorithm which enumerates
a subset of solutions when n is xed. In spite of the incompleteness of this algorithm, we nd
many solutions and, in particular, for each integer p between 21 and 63, we have a solution
using p squares. A second algorithm, this time complete, but computationally prohibitive, allows
us to nd an unexpected result: the smallest decomposition using integer squares has a size of
110. This paper is devoted to the description of the algorithms and to the presentation of an
interesting subset of solutions. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A dissection is called perfect when all the squares have distinct sizes and the order
is the number of elements (squares) used in the dissection. Historically, the rst perfect
dissection was described by Sprague in 1939 [11]. Since then, many solutions have
been found, the problem being to nd the one with the smallest order. Bouwkamp et
al. [6] demonstrate that there is no possible dissection if the order is less than 21. In
1948, a perfect square of order 24 was found by Willcocks [15] (Fig. 2), followed in
1964 by Wilson [13] with a perfect square of order 25. In 1967, ve perfect squares of
order 25 were published by Wilson in his thesis [16]. Then, three other perfect squares
of order 25 were obtained by Federico in 1978 [10]. Finally, Duijvestijn [7] found a
solution of order 21 (Fig. 1) the March 22, 1978 with the aid of a DEC-10 computer.
This solution is the single one of minimal order (except for symmetries).
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Fig. 1. The perfect square of order 21 (112× 112).
Fig. 2. Perfect compound square of order 24 (175× 175).
The same kind of result has been proved for perfect compound squares [9], in which
a strict subset of elements is arranged in the form of a rectangle. Fig. 2 shows the
only perfect compound solution of minimal order (order 24), except for symmetries.
The method we describe is an heuristic algorithm which proceeds by enumeration of
integer values. Those values are the sizes of the squares in the dissection, so that we
only obtain solutions with integer square sizes. This is not really problematic because
it is possible to show that we can always scale a solution to obtain integer sizes as
follows: Berge [2] shows that each solution of this problem can be expressed as the
only solution in the reals of a system of linear equations with integer coecients, so
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Fig. 3. Initial conguration.
Fig. 4. Horizontal extension.
that the solutions are all rationals. Therefore, by multiplying those sizes by a coecient,
we obtain integer solutions.
2. Our enumerative algorithm
The main idea of the method is motivated by another question: how can we nd the
perfect solution of order 21? Reconsider Fig. 1 and suppose that we know the bottom
of the solution.
Starting with this conguration (Fig. 3), it is possible to nd the square of size
4 extending the top of the square of size 37 and 33, and then the one of size 29 by
extending the left side of the square of size 4 and 33. This way, we nally nd the
solution of the 21 squares. The question is then to dene the rules which allow us to
know the size of each new square.
The idea consists of constructing the big square from the bottom to the top, piling
up squares. From an algorithmic point of view, we only need to know the top line of
the construction; this means that at each stage we only need to keep in memory a list
of horizontal lines which we call plates.
Let hi and li be the height and the width of the plate i, taking the lower left corner
as origin. In such a case, we can dene two simple rules for building squares:
 The horizontal extension (Fig. 4), which consists in adding a square of size hi+1−hi
if hi+1>hi and of size hi − hi+1 if hi >hi+1.
 The vertical extension (Fig. 5), which consists in placing a new square on the full
length of the plate. This way, we add a square of size li.
This way, applying these two rules to the initial conguration of Fig. 3, we rapidly
obtain the solution of order 21. The advantage of this method lies in its simplicity.
The number of choices at each stage is small, and starting with an initial conguration
the solution is completed rapidly.
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Fig. 5. Vertical extension.
The main disadvantage is the initialization with its prohibitive enumeration. Eec-
tively, we have to x the number of squares at the bottom and we also have to x their
sizes, which is very expensive in terms of enumeration. This method is also limited
because we can nd many solutions but not all of them.
For example, we cannot nd the solution of order 24 (Fig. 2).
3. Details of the algorithm
The implementation of this method is, however, delicate because we have to take
care not to process the same conguration more than once. A stage of the construction
is made of two pieces of information:
(1) The knowledge of the square sizes already used, to avoid using the same size
again, since we are looking for perfect dissections.
(2) The knowledge of the top of the construction is sucient for using our construction
rules. A possible codication could be to store a list of a couple (height, width)
corresponding to each plate.
We have to deal with xing an order for the placement of the squares because doing
the search by placing rst a square a and then a square b gives the same results
as placing the square b and then the square a. To avoid nding the same solutions
by processing the same conguration more than once, we have to choose a method
for placing the squares which avoids constructing the same conguration more than
once. This rule was not easy to nd because we have to take care not to forget some
complicated particular cases.
What are the main stages of the algorithm? First, we have to enumerate the sizes
for the square to be dissected. Next, to obtain an initial conguration, we have to
enumerate the squares sizes at the bottom. The number of squares being enumerated
at the bottom is a parameter of our algorithm.
There are some modications to improve this method. First, to avoid vertical sym-
metry, we impose the condition that the bottom left square be smaller than the bottom
right one. This way we obtain an initial conguration like the one in Fig. 6. We can
also notice in this gure the adjunction of two plates corresponding to the top of the
square to be dissected. Taking this conguration rather than the rst one allows to nd
more solutions by extending those plates.
With regard to the method for placing new squares, we proceed from left to right.
Each time we place a new square on a plate i, we have to look to the modications of
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Fig. 6. Initial conguration of the algorithm.
this placement on adjoining plates; the next square will be placed rst on the modied
plate at the extreme left. This way, we avoid constructing the same conguration, so
that time is saved and each solution is obtained only once.
An important property of this algorithm is that it cannot increase the number of plates
during construction. This is true because our two construction rules (the horizontal
extension and the vertical extension) do not create new plates, they just modify the
height (vertical extension) or the width (horizontal extension) of existing ones. This
number of plates can only decrease and result in one plate when a solution of perfect
square is found.
However, this algorithm can also nd decompositions of perfect rectangles. To nd
them, we have just to look at the plates. When all the initial plates have the same
height, making a single plate, we know that we have found a dissection of a perfect
rectangle.
As a matter of fact, the two rules for the construction allow us to create new squares
whose sizes are either sums or dierences of sizes already used. So, if the squares used
at the initialization stage have a greatest common divisor dierent from 1, each new
square created by our rules will be also divisible by it. This will lead to a solution
already found but with sizes multiplied by a constant. To avoid this, if the sizes of the
initial squares have a greatest common divisor dierent from 1 we will not continue
further.
This test does not allow us to eliminate enough congurations and does not save
much time, but this technique allows us to nd only minimal integer solutions.
Another remark can be made about this initial conguration. There are congurations
which cannot give any solution. For example, the one in Fig. 7 cannot lead to a solution
because our algorithm will never succeed in lling the space on the top of the square
of size 15.
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Fig. 7. Example of initial conguration without solution.
To generalize, for each plate i, if we take (hi−1; li−1), (hi; li), (hi+1; li+1) as three
consecutive plates resulted from initialization, then the conguration will have no solu-
tion if we have li <hi−1−hi and li <hi+1−hi. This remark allows for an acceleration
of our algorithm.
4. Pseudo-code
We give a pseudo-code of the algorithm described before. There are two main parts.
The rst one (procedure solve) is very simple and its aim is to generate all the pos-
sible initial congurations described in Fig. 6 and for each conguration, we launch
the resolution. This step requires two parameters which are the size of the square to
be dissected (square size) and the number of squares used at the bottom to create the
initial conguration (nb base squares).
Procedure solve(nb base squares; square size)
h0 = hnb base squares+1 = square size
l0 = lnb base squares+1 = 1
hinitialize enumerationi
for each henumerationi do
call horizontal extension(p0; p1)
This rst step generates the starting top line of the construction stored in two vec-
tors called hi and li representing the height and the width of the plate pi (i 2
f0 : : : nb base squares + 1g). Now, following the previous explanation of the algo-
rithm and paying attention to some particular cases, we can construct the following
procedures (horizontal extension and vertical extension):
Procedure horizontal extension(pi; pi+1)
if hi+1>hi then
if hi+1 − hi < li ^ size not used(hi+1 − hi) then
hplace the square of size hi+1 − hii
if hi−1 − hi = li then
if @last plate(pi+1)
then CALL vertical extension(pi+1)
else CALL vertical extension(pi)
hremove the squarei
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else if hi − hi+1<li+1 ^ size not used(hi − hi+1) then
hplace the square of size hi − hi+1i
if @first plate(pi)
then if hi−1>li + hi+1
then CALL horizontal extension(pi−1; pi)
else CALL vertical extension(pi)
else CALL vertical extension(pi+1)
hremove the squarei
if @last plate(pi+1) then CALL vertical extension(pi+1)
These two procedures are the core of the algorithm and all the processing time is spent
here. They correspond to the two main rules described before: the horizontal extension
and the vertical extension. In this pseudo-code, we have used an array to represent
the plates conguration but in a real implementation, it will be more ecient to use a
linked list stored in an array.
Procedure vertical extension(pi)
if size not used(li) ^ hi + li6square size then
hsave congurationi
h0 = hi−1
l0 = li−1
hplace the square of size lii
if hi = hi+1 then hmerge plate pi+1 to pii
if hi−1 = hi then hmerge plate pi−1 to pii
htest if solution foundi
if first plate(pi)
then if @last plate(pi) then CALL horizontal extension(pi; pi+1)
else if hi − li − hi−1 = li−1
then CALL vertical extension(pi−1)
else if h0 = hi ^ hi−1 − hi6l0
then if @last plate(pi) then CALL vertical extension(pi)
else CALL horizontal extension(pi−1; pi)
hrestore congurationi
if hi−1 − hi6li _ hi+1 − hi6li then CALL horizontal extension(pi; pi+1)
5. General results
An important parameter of our algorithm is the number of squares at the bottom of
the construction. This number is also the number of plates at the beginning. Our choice
was rst to use three plates to nd the solution of order 21. We can also start the
algorithm with a dierent number of plates, but using three plates we rapidly obtained
many solutions.
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Fig. 8. Order distribution of squares found (using three plates).
The results obtained using three plates and enumerating the size of the square to be
dissected from 6 to 1200 are as follows:
 2718 perfect squared squares (not taking symmetries into account);
 5961 perfect squared rectangles (not taking symmetries into account);
 the only compound perfect square found is the one of size 196 of order 52 (cf. set
of solutions);
 the rst perfect square found is the solution of order 21 of Fig. 1 after 2.5 s;
 115,070,342 initial conguration processed out of 138,143,297 enumerated, on which
544,802,604,910 squares have been placed;
 the calculation took 143 h of processing time using a Pentium Pro 200 under Linux.
Fig. 8 shows us the distribution of the orders in the solutions found. We can observe
a curve looking like a \bell" which extends to a higher order when we continue
searching. This allows us to think that the bigger the size of the square to dissect,
the better the chances of nding higher order solutions. A strange result was that our
algorithm did not nd any solution of order 22. This is true only if we start using three
plates; but using four or ve plates we nd fewer solutions but we nd two squares
of order 22 (Fig. 9).
Having found squares of order 22, we have therefore found solutions from order 21
to 63. If we take the square of order 21 and if we dissect this smallest square into 21
distinct squares, we obtain a new dissection of order 41 but this time the solution is
compound. So, using dissections from order 21 to 40, we can construct a new solution
of any order greater or equal to 21.
If we examine the existence of minimal integer solutions, the squares of Fig. 9 are
interesting: they are the smallest ones (110110) found by our algorithm. The question
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Fig. 9. Two perfect squares 110× 110 of order 22.
Fig. 10. Delimited plate.
is then to know if 110 is the smallest size for integer solutions, and if the two squares
found are the only ones.
To test that, we have rst shown the following property, by an enumeration of all
possible cases, which allows us to have a reasonable processing time:
Property 1. Squares of sizes 1; 2; 3 or 4 cannot appear on the sides of a dissection
using integer sizes.
The proof of this property is pretty simple to do manually but it takes a little bit
long to explain it here. The idea of the method is the following: if the square of size
1 is placed at the bottom of a construction, since the square at the left side and the
square at the right side are bigger, the only way to continue the construction is to
place a square at the top of the square of size 1. The only way to do it is to place a
new square of size 1 which is forbidden because all squares must have dierent sizes.
So you cannot have a square of size 1 on the sides of an integer dissection. Similarly
using squares of sizes 2, 3 and 4 one can complete the proof of Property 1.
6. The second algorithm
To nd the smallest square which can be dissected using squares of integer sizes,
we have modied our rst algorithm to make a new one.
This new algorithm is simpler but the space search is prohibitive. Instead of using our
two preceding rules, we now have a unique rule to apply at each stage of the algorithm:
we consider all the possible congurations on the top of the smallest delimited plate
(Fig. 10).
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We take the smallest plate to reduce the search space and we take only delimited
plates to enumerate all possible congurations leading to a possible solution. If the
plate is not delimited, we do not know the denitive width of this plate because a
horizontal extension is possible. This way, we are sure to nd all possible solutions
because at each stage we enumerate all the possible following congurations leading
to a solution.
The initialization of this algorithm is simpler than the previous one. Here, we start
with a single plate at the bottom having the width of the square we want do dissect.
In fact, instead of dissecting a plate, the basic rule can be simpler. At each stage,
we place a new square at the left of the smallest plate delimited. This method is quite
the same than before but is simpler to implement.
6.1. Pseudo-code
As said before, the starting procedure (solve2) is really simple. For technical reasons,
we have to place two virtual plates to delimit the construction, otherwise the rst plate
will not be delimited as required for its decomposition. This way we are sure to always
nd a smallest delimited plate.
Procedure solve2(square size)
h0 = h2 = square size + 1
h1 = 0
l0 = l2 = 1
l1 = square size
CALL decompose(p1)
The next step is to nd the smallest plate delimited and start its decomposition (pro-
cedure next plate). If the plate width is equal to the square size then we know that
we have found a solution.
Procedure next plate()
lmin = square size + 1
i = 1
while @last plate(pi) do
if hi−1>hi ^ hi <hi+1 ^ li < lmin then
pmin = pi
lmin = li
i = i + 1
if lmin = square size
then
if hmin = square size
then hsquare foundi
else
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hrectangle foundi
CALL decompose(pmin)
else CALL decompose(pmin)
Finally, the most complex procedure is the decomposition of a plate (procedure de-
compose). In fact, the following procedure does not really decompose a plate. Its aim
is just to place the rst square of the plate decomposition.
There are dierent cases: rst we use the whole plate width, then we try to extend
the previous plate (i.e. horizontal extension) and nally we enumerate all possible
square sizes.
In the rst case, we have decomposed the plate so we have to nd a new plate
to decompose. In the last two cases, the plate is not decomposed so we continue the
algorithm decomposing the remaining plate width.
Procedure decompose(pi)
if size not used(li) ^ hi + li6square size then
hsave congurationi
hplace the square of size lii
if hi = hi+1 then hmerge plate pi+1 to pii
if hi = hi−1 then hmerge plate pi to pi−1i
CALL next plate()
hrestore congurationi
if size not used(hi−1 − hi) ^ hi−1 − hi < li then
hplace the square of size hi−1 − hii
CALL decompose(pi)
hremove the squarei
for size = 2 to MIN (li − 1; square size − hi) do
if size not used(size) ^ size 6= hi−1 − hi then
hplace the square of size size on pii
CALL decompose(pi+1)
hremove the squarei
The procedure decompose can be optimized because the second test is useful only for
the rst square of the plate decomposition.
6.2. Results
We know that we can nd all the dissections having a given size. The only problem
is the extreme complexity of this new algorithm. We have tested this program to nd
all squares (and rectangles) of size less or equal to 112 112. Here are the results:
 four perfect squared squares (not taking symmetries into account), three of size
110 110 and one of size 112 112;
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Fig. 11. Perfect square of size 110, using 23 squares.
 118 perfect squared rectangles (not taking symmetries into account);
 1,633,183,723,812 squares have been placed;
 the calculation took 360 h of processing time using a Pentium Pro 200 under Linux.
This new algorithm gave us not only the two solutions of Fig. 9 but also a new square
of size 110 using 23 squares (Fig. 11).
This square gives us the third and last square of size 110 (not found by our rst
algorithm).
We have thus shown three properties:
Property 2. The smallest perfect square using integer sizes has a size of 110.
Property 3. The set of perfect squares of size 110 using integer sizes include only
two solutions of order 22 (Fig. 9) and one of order 23 (Fig. 11).
Property 4. The square of order 21 (Fig. 1) is the only one of size 112 112.
7. Interesting subset of solutions
For every order from 21 to 63, we give the rst solution found by the algorithm,
which corresponds to squares with minimal sizes. Among them, three are interesting:
 the square 112 112 of order 21 is the one with the minimal order;
 the one 110 110 of order 22 is the rst one of minimal size found;
 the one of size 976 of order 52, because at the present time, the algorithm has not
found other compound perfect squares.
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8. Conclusion
Until now, the vast majority of the results in this domain have been found using
computer techniques, and mainly graph enumeration [12,14]. This approach was used
to nd the well-known 21 squares solution [7] and also to nd similar problems like
simple perfect square-cylinders [1] and simple perfect 2 1 squared rectangles [3,8].
Another interesting method is to use constraint techniques to solve this problem [4].
This approach was also used to solve perfect square puzzles (where each square size
is xed) [5].
The benet of the algorithm described here is that we can nd squares and rectangles
dissection rather rapidly and numerously. It seems that this method places squares
astutely since we nd optimal solutions for the order 21 and for the size 110  110.
In addition, the solutions found are extremely rarely compound squares but it is easy
to create compound dissections using noncompound ones.
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